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ABSTRACT 22 
Alterations of brain network activity are observable in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) together with the 23 
occurrence of mild cognitive impairment, before overt pathology.  However, in humans as well in AD mouse 24 
models identification of early biomarkers of network dysfunction is still at its beginning. We performed in 25 
vivo recordings of local field potential (LFP) activity in the dentate gyrus (DG) of PS2APP mice expressing 26 
the human amyloid precursor protein (APP) Swedish mutation and the presenilin-2 (PS2) N141I. From a 27 
frequency-domain analysis, we uncovered network hyper-synchronicity as early as 3 months, when 28 
intracellular accumulation of amyloid-beta (Aβ) was also observable. Additionally, at 6 months of age, we 29 
identified network hyper-activity in the Beta/Gamma frequency bands, along with increased Theta-Beta 30 
and Theta-Gamma phase-amplitude cross-frequency coupling (CFC), in coincidence with the histo-31 
pathological traits of the disease. Whereas hyper-activity and hyper-synchronicity were respectively 32 
detected in mice expressing the PS2-N141I or the APP Swedish mutant alone, the increase in CFC 33 
specifically characterized the 6-month-old PS2APP mice, just before the surge of the cognitive decline.  34 
 35 
 36 
Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease, local field potential, dentate gyrus, PS2APP, hyper-excitability, amyloid-beta 37 
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1 INTRODUCTION 38 
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative pathology that affects an increasing number of elderly 39 
people. It is characterized by progressive impairment in cognition and memory and it is the most frequent 40 
cause of dementia, being responsible for 60 to 70 % of the cases over 65 years (World Health Organization, 41 
2015). After the failure of Aβ-targeting therapies in clinical trials, one possible explanation is the fact that 42 
the treated patients had already fully developed the disease, as revealed by combined fMRI and cognitive 43 
assessment (Golde et al., 2011). These discouraging results highlight the urgency of early biomarkers that 44 
reliably indicate the undercover developing disease and that predict the overt onset of the first clinical 45 
symptoms with years of advance. From this perspective, PET/CSF and brain volumetric biomarkers proved 46 
to be valuable tools for predicting MCI to AD conversion over 2 years (Mitchell et al., 2010). Yet, the 47 
moment when the brain has already started to shrink is anyhow likely to be very late, implying that a 48 
hypothetically effective disease-modifying therapy would yield no appreciable improvement because of the 49 
other detrimental mechanisms that have, meanwhile, established. Likewise, alterations in oscillatory brain 50 
activity were assessed in subjects already presenting symptoms of cognitive decline (Bhat et al., 2015). 51 
AD mouse models provide the possibility to address potential changes of brain network activity that 52 
precede amyloid deposition and cognitive defects. Ca
2+
 hyper-activity and hyper-excitability appear to be 53 
among the first alterations observable at the brain level (Stargardt et al., 2015). Dysregulation of Ca
2+
 54 
signaling, which is closely linked to mitochondrial dysfunction and ROS formation, has been implicated in 55 
the aged and diseased brain (Agostini and Fasolato, 2016, Decuypere et al., 2011) and consistently reported 56 
in different AD mouse models (Busche et al., 2015, Busche et al., 2012, Camandola and Mattson, 2011, 57 
Kipanyula et al., 2012, Stargardt et al., 2015, Zampese et al., 2011a). A FAD-linked mutation in PS2 has been 58 
shown to cause profound alteration of Ca
2+
 signaling in fibroblasts obtained from FAD patients, well before 59 
the onset of the cognitive decline (Giacomello et al., 2005). Other FAD-linked PS2 mutations show similar 60 
Ca
2+
 defects (Kipanyula et al., 2012, Zampese et al., 2011b, Zatti et al., 2006). Recently, early neuronal 61 
impairment of Ca
2+
 homeostasis has been described in AD mouse models based on PS2-N141I, with 62 
increased Ca
2+
 excitability proved both in vitro and in situ (Kipanyula et al., 2012). Thus, we reasoned that 63 
addressing hyper-activity due to Ca
2+
 as well as Aβ dysregulation, brought about by mutant PS2 in young 64 
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mice, might help defining early markers of disease progression. In particular, we asked whether and from 65 
which stage of the disease it is possible to detect early network dysfunctions in the homozygous AD mouse 66 
line PS2APP (B6.152H), expressing the hPS2-N141I in the presence of the hAPP Swedish mutation 67 
(hAPPSwe) (Kipanyula et al., 2012, Ozmen et al., 2009, Richards et al., 2003). While the C57BL/6J mice were 68 
regularly used as a control, a comparison was also carried out with other homozygous mouse lines, the PS2-69 
NI (PS2.30H) and the hAPPSwe (BD.AD147.72H) lines, expressing either the PS2-N141I or the hAPPSwe, 70 
respectively (Richards et al., 2003), and the PS2 knockout (PS2KO) mouse line (Herreman et al., 1999).  71 
By recording in vivo the spontaneous LFP activity in the DG of mice under urethane anesthesia, we 72 
investigated the brain oscillatory activity in terms of power spectral density (PSD) and phase-amplitude CFC 73 
(PAC). Of note, PS2APP mice were analyzed before and after the onset of Aβ deposition and gliosis, and 74 
compared to age-matched control and single transgenic (tg) mice. To our knowledge, only few studies have 75 
addressed spontaneous hippocampal oscillatory activity in AD mouse models in vivo at the early stages of 76 
the disease (Born et al., 2014, Ittner et al., 2014, Verret et al., 2012, Xu et al., 2015). Importantly, this is the 77 
first study addressing the role of PS2 on brain excitability in AD tg mouse models. 78 
2 METHODS 79 
2.1 ANIMALS 80 
The homozygous tg mouse lines PS2APP (B6.152H) and APPSwe (BD.AD147.72H) were kindly donated by L. 81 
Ozmen (F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd, Basel, Switzerland) (Richards et al. 2003; Ozmen et al., 2009). The 82 
homozygous tg lines PS2-NI (PS2.30H) (Ozmen et al., 2009) and PS2KO (Herreman, et al. 1999) were 83 
obtained by embryo revitalization from Charles River Laboratories (CRL, Lecco, Italy) and CNR-EMMA 84 
repository (Rome, Italy), respectively. In these lines, APP and PSEN2 transgenes are driven by mouse Thy-1 85 
and mouse prion promoters, respectively. All lines were originally backcrossed to C57BL/6J (wt) mice for 4 86 
or more generations, the resulting backgrounds are reported in Supplementary Table 1. As a control, we 87 
used a wt colony established in our SPF animal facility from littermates obtained following PS2-NI 88 
backcrossing. For all lines, inbreeding was avoided and age-matched females were used without checking 89 
estrous cycle. Specific work on similar type of recordings (Gurevicius et al., 2013) and meta-analysis studies 90 
(Prendergast et al., 2014) indicate that estrous cycle does not increase female variability. All experimental 91 
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procedures were carried out in strict adherence to the Italian regulations on animal protection and care 92 
and with the explicit approval of the Italian animal welfare regulations (Decreto autorizzativo 447/2015-93 
PR). 94 
Acute animal preparation. Female mice were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of urethane (1.5-2 95 
mg/g, U2500 - Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in 0.9% NaCl physiological saline. An initial dose of 1.2 mg/g was 96 
injected and additional doses (0.15 mg/g) were administered when required (Namgung et al., 1995). 97 
Absence of reaction to noxious stimuli (e.g. hind paw pinches) ensured the surgical plane of anesthesia. 98 
Body temperature was kept at 37 ± 0.5°C by means of a servo-controlled heating pad (ATC1000 – World 99 
Precision Instruments, Inc.). Krebs solution (0.1 ml) was subcutaneously administered every two hours in 100 
order to maintain hydration levels. The head was restrained in a stereotaxic frame and the skull was 101 
exposed. A hole was drilled at the site for inserting the recording electrode in the DG which was located 102 
about 2.4 mm posterior to bregma and 1.2 mm lateral to midline (Huang et al., 2012). The left hemisphere 103 
was selected provided that amyloid plaques deposition is stronger in this hemisphere (Khan et al., 2014). 104 
The cavity over the skull was filled with Krebs saline solution and a silver chloride reference electrode was 105 
dipped within. Glass electrodes for LFP recording (0.9-1.6 MΩ tip resistance) were obtained from 106 
borosilicate capillaries (GB150T-10 – Science Products GmbH) pulled with a P-97 micropipette puller (Sutter 107 
Instrument Company) and filled with Krebs solution. In each animal, the LFP signal was serially acquired at 108 
three different depths from the meninges: 1.7, 1.8 and 1.9 mm. These depths correspond to the molecular 109 
layer, the granule cell layer and the polymorphic layer of the DG. 110 
Heart beat was monitored through electrocardiogram (ECG) recording. ECG positive and negative 111 
derivations were subcutaneously inserted in the forelimbs. A high accuracy temperature probe was leaned 112 
against the chest wall, on the side of the body, to monitor respiration (IT-23, World Precision Instruments). 113 
At the end of the electrophysiological experiment, mice were euthanized by excess of anesthesia and the 114 
brain was dissected. The left hemisphere was intended for histological investigations and was fixed in 4% 115 
paraformaldehyde [PFA) in Tris-buffer saline, TBS: NaCl (150 mM), Tris (50 mM), pH adjusted to 7.4 with 116 
HCl]. Conversely, the right-hemisphere cortex and hippocampus were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen for 117 
biochemical assays. 118 
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2.2 ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY 119 
Data acquisition. The LFP signal was 10X amplified using an Axoclamp-2B amplifier with an HS-2Ax1LU 120 
headstage (Axon Instruments Inc.) in bridged mode. A custom-made amplifier provided further 10X 121 
amplification along with 4-pole butterworth low-pass filtering at 1 kHz. The ECG signal was 10X amplified 122 
and band-passed between 1 and 100 Hz by means of a DAM50 amplifier (World Precision Instruments). 123 
Respiration-induced movements of the chest wall were converted in voltage fluctuation by exploiting the 124 
piezoelectric properties of the temperature probe. Respiration signal was 100X amplified and band-passed 125 
between 0.1 and 100 Hz by means of a DP-301 amplifier (Warner Instruments). Signals were digitalized at 126 
10 kHz by means of a PCI-6071E I/O card (-0.5 – 0.5 V input range) combined with a BNC-2090 terminal 127 
block (National Instruments) in differential mode and recorded through a custom-made LabView (National 128 
Instruments) script. Each recording lasted 15 minutes on average. See Supplementary Methods for 129 
electrophysiological data analysis. 130 
2.3 IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY 131 
Mid-sagittal brain slices were cut from the left hemisphere and conserved in TBS at 4 °C until employed for 132 
dorsal hippocampus immunostaining. For staining, floating slices were selected over a range of 400 µm. 133 
First, Slices, washed in TBS and incubated for 5 minutes in 70% formic acid, were incubated in blocking 134 
buffer containing 0.3% TritonX-100 and 5% goat serum in TBS for 1 hour at room temperature (RT). Next, 135 
they were incubated overnight at 4°C with mouse anti-Aβ 17-24 (4G8, Covance, 1:1000) and rabbit anti-136 
GFAP (Dako, 1:400). Then, slices were incubated, for 1 h at RT in the dark, with donkey anti-rabbit Alexa488 137 
(Invitrogen, 1:1000) and goat anti-mouse Alexa555 (Invitrogen, 1:1000). Mowiol-mounted slices were 138 
stored at 4°C until visualization by means of Leica SP5 (20X). For astrogliosis quantification, we considered 139 
the average brightness level of GFAP labelling in the HF region. In each image, a region of interest (ROI) was 140 
traced encompassing the following regions: subiculum, DG, CA3 and CA1; for the cortex, a rectangular ROI 141 
of invariant size was drawn. Then, the average 8-bit pixel intensity (0-255) was computed for each ROI. 142 
Three slices for each mouse (n=3 mice per line) were used to quantify the mean average value of the 143 
selected regions (Fiji). Slices from the wt, PS2-NI, PS2APP and/or APPSwe mice were processed in parallel. 144 
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2.4 STATISTICAL ANALYSES 145 
Statistical analyses were carried out in Prism (GraphPad). Power spectra, band power, PSD slope, PSD offset 146 
and PAC indices, obtained from the recordings at the three depths, were averaged within animals to obtain 147 
grand mean quantifications for each animal. Differences among means were tested by performing Kruskal-148 
Wallis nonparametric test. Where Kruskal-Wallis test resulted in the existence of a pair of different 149 
populations, differences between means where tested with Mann-Whitney Rank Sum test. Correlation 150 
between variables was assessed by means of the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient. The unpaired 151 
two-tailed Mann-Whitney Rank Sum test was employed for mean brightness intensities. All data are 152 
expressed as mean ± SEM. The α level of significance was 0.05 (*p < 0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p< 0.001; **** 153 
p<0.0001). 154 
3 RESULTS 155 
3.1 IN VIVO LFP RECORDINGS IN THE DG OF PS2-BASED AD MICE 156 
Compelling evidence was provided for dysregulation of neuronal Ca
2+ 
homeostasis along with network Ca
2+
 157 
hyper-activity in hippocampal slices from 2-week-old PS2APP and PS2-NI mice (Kipanyula et al., 2012). In 158 
order to address in vivo the existence of alterations in network activity, we recorded spontaneous 159 
hippocampal LFPs from the DG of wt, PS2-NI and PS2APP mice at 3, 6 and 12 months of age, under 160 
urethane anesthesia (Supplementary Fig. 1 and Methods). To keep the groups more homogeneous, only 161 
female mice were considered given the fact that, in females, anticipation of the pathology characterizes the 162 
disease in humans as well as PS2APP mice (Ozmen et al., 2009).  All the below reported analyses are based 163 
on the following numbers of mice: 11, 8, 8 (3-month-old); 10, 12, 12 (6-month-old) and 9, 7, 9 (12-month-164 
old) for wt, PS2-NI and PS2APP lines respectively, with a tolerance of 1 week for the 3 month-group, 2 165 
weeks for the 6 and 4 weeks for the 12 month-groups. 166 
3.2 POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY 167 
We evaluated the overall neural population activity in the DG by analyzing the PSD function obtained from 168 
the LFP traces recorded during stable and regular heart and respiration rates (see Supplementary Methods 169 
and Supplementary Fig. 1). Analysis of the different frequency bands was carried out in the following 170 
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intervals: Slow Oscillations (SO, 0.1-1.4 Hz), Theta (1.7-4.7 Hz), Beta (10-25 Hz), Slow-Gamma (SG, 25-40 171 
Hz), Fast-Gamma (FG, 45-90 Hz) and Epsilon (110-190 Hz) (Supplementary Fig. 1C). At a first glance, with 172 
respect to wt mice, the PSD plots showed a marked broad-band power increase in the range from 15 to 60 173 
Hz, in both PS2-NI and PS2APP mice at 6 months of age but only in PS2APP mice at 3 months of age (Fig. 1, 174 
A-C). Quantification of the power within discrete frequency bands revealed that, for 6 month-old PS2-NI 175 
mice, the increase was statistically significant (p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney rank-sum test) in the SG (PS2-NI, 176 
1.12e-3 ± 0.19; wt , 0.58e-3 ± 0.17e-3 mV
2
) and in the FG (PS2-NI, 1.08e-3 ± 0.18e-3; wt, 0.59e-3 ± 0.19e-3 177 
mV
2
) ranges and, for 6 month-old PS2APP mice, in the Beta (PS2APP, 2.59e-3 ± 0.31e-3; wt, 1.18e-3 ± 178 
0.32e-3 mV
2
) and SG (PS2APP, 1.35e-3 ± 0.18e-3; wt, 0.58e-3 ± 0.17e-3 mV
2
) ranges (Fig. 1, D-F). In these 179 
frequency bands, no alterations were observed at 12 months of age for both tg lines, whereas the 180 
remaining frequency bands (SO, Theta and Epsilon) stayed unaltered at all ages (Supplementary Fig. 3A-C). 181 
We further investigated whether the steepness of the PSD function could also be altered, since it was 182 
shown that several neurological diseases and disturbs, including Parkinson’s disease and schizophrenia, 183 
affect PSD steepness, especially in the Gamma range  (Voytek and Knight, 2015). The PSD log-log plots 184 
shown in Figure 1 presented a corner frequency around 30-40 Hz, which prevented a proper linear fitting in 185 
the Gamma frequency range. The steepness of the 1/f
x
 noise function was thus estimated following linear 186 
fitting of PSD plots in the semi-log space (10-100 Hz), as previously described (Voytek et al., 2015). As 187 
shown in Figure 2, comparison of the slope coefficients revealed that the power decay was significantly 188 
steeper in PS2APP mice compared to wt at both 3 and 6 months of age (PS2APP, -0.26 ± 0.01; wt, -0.21 ± 189 
0.01 at 3 months and PS2APP, -0.24 ± 0.01; wt, -0.20 ± 0.01 at 6 months, mean ± SEM, p < 0.05, Mann-190 
Whitney rank-sum test). A tendency in the same direction, albeit not significant, was also clear at 12 191 
months of age. In contrast, in PS2-NI mice, PSD steepness was comparable to that found in wt mice at each 192 
considered age. All in all, these results indicate an overall alteration of DG network synchronicity under 193 
urethane anesthesia, as inferable through the analysis of the PSD slope coefficient, in PS2APP, but not PS2-194 
NI mice, as soon as 3 months of age. We also compared the PSD functions for the same genotype across 195 
different ages in the log-log and semi-log space (Supplementary Fig. 4, A-F). Upon linear fitting, as described 196 
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in the previous paragraph, we noticed that in PS2APP mice, the increase in steepness was lost at 12 months 197 
(PS2APP, -0.22 ± 0.01; wt, -0.20 ± 0.01, Supplementary Fig. 4G). 198 
Finally, offset values were compared per genotype, across ages (Fig. 2E). Two pieces of information clearly 199 
emerged: i) at 3 and 6 months of age, PS2APP mice have a much higher offset compared to wt and PS2-NI 200 
mice (PS2APP, 7.49e-4 ± 1.32e-4; PS2-NI, 3.37e-4 ± 0.57e-4; wt, 3.75e-4 ± 0.54e-4 mV
2
/Hz at 3 months and 201 
PS2APP, 4.81e-4 ± 0.65e-4; PS2-NI, 3.24e-4 ± 0.62e-4; wt, 1.50e-4 ± 0.41e-4 mV
2
/Hz at 6 months; p < 0.05, 202 
Mann-Whitney rank-sum test); ii) in wt mice, the offset rapidly decreased with age (for a better 203 
comparison, the same data were plotted per age in Supplementary Fig. 4H, p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney rank-204 
sum test), whereas the decline was delayed in PS2APP  mice, and the offset showed a significant reduction 205 
only at 12 months; in PS2-NI mice,  offset reduction with age was not statistically significant.   206 
3.3 PHASE AMPLITUDE COUPLING 207 
In addition to the analysis of the spectral changes, we considered another feature of brain LFP signals that 208 
are nested oscillations, where a slower rhythm influences a faster one in a dynamic fashion. We asked 209 
whether the spectral alterations that we observed could be accompanied by changes in CFC - i.e. the 210 
relationship within each pair of nested oscillations - between the phase of one oscillation and the 211 
amplitude of a higher frequency. We quantified the PAC in the Theta-Beta, -SG, -FG and -Epsilon classes by 212 
computing the General Linear Model (GLM) index (Penny et al., 2008) (Supplementary Methods). 213 
In PS2APP mice at 6 months of age, the pattern of alteration of the PAC level in the different classes closely 214 
resembled that of power (Fig. 1D, E & Fig. 3A, B). In fact, compared to wt mice, PAC resulted significantly 215 
enhanced for both the Theta-Beta (PS2APP, 0.17 ± 0.02; wt, 0.10 ± 0.01) and the Theta-SG range (PS2APP, 216 
0.21 ± 0.03; wt, 0.13 ± 0.02, p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney rank-sum test). In contrast, PS2-NI mice did not 217 
present any significant difference in the PAC level (p ≥ 0.05, Mann-Whitney rank-sum test) with respect to 218 
wt mice, either at 3 or 6 months of age. Despite the increase of SG and FG power in 6-month-old PS2-NI 219 
mice, the level of PAC in the classes concerning those bands resulted unaffected. Finally, only the PS2APP 220 
mice reported a significant reduction of Theta-Epsilon PAC at 12 months (PS2APP, 0.10 ± 0.01; wt, 0.15 ± 221 
0.01) (Fig. 3D). 222 
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Interestingly, following Spearman rank correlation analysis, offset values significantly correlated with power 223 
(p < 0.05, permutation test), particularly in the Gamma range for all genotypes (Supplementary Fig. 5A), 224 
reinforcing the notion that PSD offset reflects local population spiking activity (Voytek and Knight, 2015). 225 
Theta-SG PAC significantly correlated with Theta, yet not SG (Supplementary Fig. 5D, E), nor FG power (data 226 
not shown). Further, a significant correlation was also found between Theta-SG PAC and steepness only for 227 
the PS2APP line (Supplementary Fig. 5F). 228 
3.4 AMYLOID BETA ACCUMULATION AND ASTROGLIOSIS 229 
Among the major histo-pathological hallmarks of AD are the extracellular deposition of amyloid plaques 230 
and the establishment of gliosis, i.e. the sustained inflammatory glial response to insulting conditions. We 231 
evaluated the deposition of amyloid plaques as well as the presence of astrogliosis by IHC (see Methods) in 232 
hippocampal slices of PS2APP, PS2-NI and wt mice at 3 and 6 months of age, in correspondence with the 233 
main electrophysiological traits emerged from our analysis. 234 
We consistently found marked plaque deposition in the hippocampal formation (HF), especially in the 235 
subiculum and, to a lesser degree, in the DG, as well as in the cerebral cortex of 6-month-old PS2APP mice 236 
when compared to age-matched wt mice (Fig. 4A, C, left). These findings confirm and expand previous 237 
observations obtained in the brain of PS2APP mice by the Congo red approach, which primarily detects the 238 
fibrillary deposits (Ozmen et al., 2009). In contrast, extracellular amyloid aggregates were not observed in 239 
PS2-NI mice at this age (Fig. 4B, left), as well as at 12 months (data not shown). In 3 month-old PS2APP 240 
mice, however, a noticeable intracellular amyloid staining was detected in all considered territories (Fig. 241 
5A), yet it was particularly strong in the subiculum (Fig. 5B) and in the pyramidal layer (sp, stratum 242 
pyramidalis) of the CA1 region, with a clear granular appearance (Fig. 5C). Interestingly, early detection of a 243 
strong intra-neuronal Aβ/APP signature that fades at subsequent ages has been previously reported in 244 
other AD mouse models based on mutant APP (Lord et al., 2006, Zou et al., 2015). 245 
In AD, astrocytes become reactive and increase the expression levels of the intermediate filament protein 246 
GFAP, a condition known as astrogliosis (Steardo Jr et al., 2015). We detected the GFAP expression level in 247 
hippocampal slices adjacent to those used for APP/Aβ detection (Fig. 4A-C, right). A quantitative analysis 248 
was carried out within specific regions, as defined in Methods and summarized in Figure 4D. We found a 249 
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statistically significant increase of mean intensity (p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney rank-sum test) in 6-month-old 250 
PS2APP mice, compared to age-matched wt mice, in subiculum (+ 44.2%), DG (+ 37.0%) and cortex (+ 251 
42.4%). 252 
It is largely accepted that synaptic loss and neuronal dysfunction in AD are mainly caused by accumulation 253 
of soluble forms of Aβ42, especially small oligomers, rather than by amyloid plaques. The accumulation of 254 
Aβ42 was thus evaluated at the hippocampal level by means of ELISA kits suited to measure both mouse and 255 
human Aβ42 (see Methods). As shown in Supplementary Figure 6, in wt and PS2-NI mice, Aβ42 levels were 256 
comparable at any age, being in the order of few pg/mg of wet tissue (n = 3 mice, each group). In contrast, 257 
compared to wt, the PS2APP mice showed a dramatic increase in Aβ42 levels, at both 3 and 6 months of 258 
age, being respectively 10
2
 and 10
3
 times the wt level. Between 6 and 12 months of age, the Aβ42 load 259 
continued to grow, yet at a lower rate, a result in agreement with previous observations (Ozmen et al., 260 
2009). These results identify the 3-6 month-period as the exponential phase of Aβ accumulation in PS2APP 261 
mice. Aβ40 accumulates in a similar way being the Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio close to 1 in this mouse model, at any age 262 
((Ozmen et al., 2009) and Supplementary Table 1.  263 
3.5 ROLE OF PS2 AND APP 264 
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At 6 months of age both PS2APP and PS2-NI mice were characterized by sustained power levels in the Beta-265 
Gamma frequency range, when compared to wt mice. Conversely, at the same age, wt mice showed a net, 266 
statistically significant, power decline within this frequency range with respect to 3-month-old mice 267 
(Supplementary Fig. 4A-C, H). Notably, only PS2APP mice showed an increased 1/f
x
 steepness, a property 268 
detected as early as 3 months (Fig. 2D and Supplementary Fig. 4G). Thus, the augmented spectral power 269 
correlated with the expression of the mutant PS2, whereas the increased steepness appeared to be a 270 
property linked to the expression of mutant APP.  To further strengthen these linkages, we carried out 271 
similar LFP recordings in 6-month-old females from PS2KO (n = 7) (Herreman et al., 1999) and APPSwe (n = 272 
5) (Ozmen et al., 2009) mice. As shown in Figure 6 (panels A, C), at variance with PS2-NI mice, PS2KO mice 273 
showed the same power levels of wt mice in the SG and FG ranges. Similarly, APPSwe mice, in the absence 274 
of mutant PS2, lacked the power increase in the Beta-Gamma range that characterized the PS2APP mice, 275 
while preserving the increased spectral steepness (Fig. 6B-D). Of note, at 6 months, these latter mice did 276 
not show plaques (Richards et al., 2003), yet they display intraneuronal APP/Aβ accumulation with a 277 
distribution similar to that reported for 3 month-old PS2APP mice (Supplementary Fig. 7). No power 278 
Table 1. Summary of the electrophysiological alterations in the tg mouse lines in comparison with wt mice. 
 3 months  6 months  12 months 
 PS2-NI PS2APP  PS2-NI PS2APP PS2KO APPSwe  PS2-NI PS2APP 
Beta power - -  - ↑↑ - -  - - 
SG power - -  ↑ ↑↑ - -  - - 
FG power - -  ↑ - - -  - - 
Theta-beta PAC - -  - ↑ - -  - - 
Theta-SG PAC - -  - ↑ - -  - - 
Theta-Epsilon 
PAC 
- -  - - - -  - ↓↓ 
PSD steepness - ↑↑↑↑  - ↑↑ - ↑↑  - - 
PSD offset - ↑  - ↑↑↑↑ - -  - - 
           
↑, p < 0.05; ↑↑, p < 0.01; ↑↑↑↑, p < 0.0001; ↓, p < 0.05; Mann-Whitney test 
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difference was found in the other frequency bands for both PS2KO and APPSwe mice as well as in PAC and 279 
PSD offset, that resulted statistically unaltered (Supplementary Fig. 8A-H). 280 
Taken together, the results, summarized in Table 1, indicate that the PS2APP mice express markedly 281 
different alterations of network activity in terms of Theta-Gamma frequency coupling at 3 and 6 months of 282 
age. In particular, at 6 months of age, these mice displayed significant over-coupling in two of the 283 
considered classes, as opposite to the other tg mice that reported no alteration in any class. Finally, hyper-284 
synchronicity, as revealed by greater power steepness, characterized the early stages of PS2APP, appearing 285 
as early as 3 months and progressively declining with aging. 286 
3.6 HIPPOCAMPAL APP PROCESSING  287 
The hippocampi from 6-month-old APPSwe mice were also used to estimate the absolute amount of total 288 
Aβ40 and Aβ42, compared to PS2APP mice (see Supplementary Table 1). Upon ELISA (Millipore), we could 289 
estimate that APPSwe mice had 10 and 100 times less Aβ40 and Aβ42 respectively (Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio: PS2APP, 290 
0.8; APPSwe, 0.2) while in PS2KO and PS2-NI mice Aβ was undetectable. Of note, the absolute amount of 291 
Aβ42 in 6-month-old APPSwe mice approximated that of 3-month-old PS2APP mice ( ~ 100 pg/mg wet 292 
tissue). The hippocampal levels of both mouse and human full-length APP (fl-APP), as well as those of its 293 
carboxy-terminal fragments (CTFs), were analyzed by Western blotting at 6 months of age (Supplementary 294 
Methods). Both APPSwe and PS2APP mice showed large, comparable amounts of human APP 295 
(Supplementary Fig. 9A, B). The former mouse line, however, displayed much higher levels of CTFs 296 
(Supplementary Fig. 9B), as previously reported (Poirier et al., 2010). Finally, because of the mutant PS2 297 
expression, PS2APP but not APPSwe mice had higher levels of the amyloid intracellular domain (AICD) and 298 
Aβ (Supplementary Fig. 9B). Of note, PS2-NI and PS2KO mice had mAPP levels similar to those of wt mice, 299 
however higher amounts of CTFs (Supplementary Fig. 9A, B).  300 
4 DISCUSSION 301 
This work was aimed at detecting, at the in vivo level, early alterations of spontaneous electrical activity in 302 
the homozygous PS2APP mouse model (B6.152H line), based on the two FAD-linked mutations, PS2-NI and 303 
APP Swedish (Ozmen et al., 2009). The rationale of our approach was based on the following 304 
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considerations: i) the urgency to discover early biomarkers of AD brain dysfunctions, well before the onset 305 
of amyloid deposition and the appearance of cognitive deficits, a need that is critical for both AD patient 306 
and mouse model studies; ii) the recent discovery that different PS2 mutants, including PS2-NI, exert a 307 
primary role in Ca
2+
 dyshomeostasis by causing reduced store Ca
2+
 content and increased ER-mitochondria 308 
coupling (Zampese et al., 2011a, Zampese et al., 2011b), and finally iii) the demonstration that PS2-based 309 
AD mouse models show significant early increase in neuronal Ca
2+
 excitability, at both the in vitro and the in 310 
situ level (Kipanyula et al., 2012). The latter finding thus offers the opportunity to test the “Ca
2+
 hypothesis 311 
of AD” in vivo, in the absence or presence of Aβ accumulation and gliosis.  312 
To address our aim, we carried out in vivo LFP recordings from the two homozygous mouse lines, PS2-NI 313 
and PS2APP, as well from the prevalent background strain, the C57BL/6J (wt) mice. We acquired the LFP 314 
signal in the DG - one of the earliest affected regions - under urethane anesthesia and extracted signal 315 
features including amplitude, spectral steepness and Theta-higher frequency PAC by means of time-316 
frequency methods. Importantly, to the end of assessing the temporal evolution of the features into exam, 317 
we investigated 3, 6 and 12 month-old female mice, i.e. before, during and after plaque deposition, and we 318 
probed the time-matched presence of histological hallmarks, in the form of amyloid plaques and 319 
astrogliosis, as well as the degree of Aβ load. As summarized in Table 1, different electrophysiological 320 
parameters were significantly altered in the two mouse lines with respect to wt mice. The physiological 321 
significance of the alterations observed in the power, PAC and steepness categories are here briefly 322 
summarized and discussed in the context of the AD neuropathology.  323 
Similar to EEG, also LFP signals, when converted in the frequency domain by means of the Fourier 324 
transform, display a characteristic composition of a broad range of frequencies where, importantly, the 325 
amplitude exponentially decays as a function of the frequency. In agreement, the PSD function of a brain 326 
extracellular recording is often defined as 1/f
x
, where x is the scaling exponential of the decay (He et al., 327 
2010). Recently, the 1/f
x
 function has been led down to the size of the various frequency generators 328 
(Logothetis et al., 2007) and has started to be widely recognized as a large scale representation of neural 329 
activity, thus, as a rich source of valuable information on the underlying network operations (Buzsáki et al., 330 
2013, He et al., 2010, He, 2014). 331 
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Whereas the broad band power of extracellular brain recordings was shown to positively correlate with 332 
neuronal firing rate (Manning et al., 2009), the slope coefficient of the PSD function is a measure of 333 
neuronal firing synchronicity. In particular, a decrease in spectral steepness points to an enhancement of 334 
decoupled firing, whereas an increase in steepness indicates enhanced synchronicity (Freeman and Zhai, 335 
2009, Podvalny et al., 2015, Voytek and Knight, 2015). In humans, aging was associated with 336 
desynchronized neural spiking activity, as measured by extracellular recordings and reflected by flatter 337 
power spectra in the semi-log space (Voytek et al., 2015).   338 
Because PSD log-log plots, derived from LFP recordings in the DG, showed a corner frequency in the 339 
Gamma range we used the above mentioned approach to evaluate the level of synchronicity of the 340 
hippocampal  network: PSD functions were thus plotted in the semi-log space and the slope coefficients 341 
were measured in the 10 – 100 Hz range, following robust linear fit (Voytek et al., 2015).  An early increase 342 
of PSD steepness was already apparent at 3-months of age in PS2APP mice with respect to wt; the 343 
phenomenon persisted at 6 months, whereas a progressive reduction of its degree was observed at 12 344 
months of age
§
. Following linear fitting, an increase in population spiking activity is also reflected by offset 345 
increase (Voytek and Knight, 2015). When compared to wt, at 3 months, PS2APP mice displayed a three 346 
times greater offset, which persisted high at 6 months of age; the offset of PS2-NI mice was not changed, 347 
however its decline was delayed. 348 
Another notable feature of brain extracellular recordings is embodied by nested oscillations, where a 349 
slower rhythm influences a faster one in a dynamic fashion. In the last decade, this latter type of phase-350 
amplitude CFC, known as PAC, has drawn much attention, in particular concerning the Theta and Gamma 351 
oscillations. Theta-Gamma PAC has consistently been described in several brain regions, including the 352 
cortex (Canolty et al., 2006, Lee et al., 2005) and the hippocampus (Axmacher et al., 2010, Belluscio et al., 353 
2012, Bragin et al., 1995) and it was functionally linked to memory performance (Shirvalkar et al., 2010). 354 
Few results are available so far describing CFC in AD mouse models, at the in vivo level (Gurevicius et al., 355 
2013, Ittner et al., 2014, Stoiljkovic et al., 2016). 356 
                                                          
§
 By linear fitting of PSD log-log plots in the range 30 - 100 Hz, we obtained very similar statistical 
differences between PS2APP and wt mice, at 3 and 6 months of age (data not shown). 
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We investigated the level of CFC existing in our LFP signals between the Theta phase and the amplitude of 357 
Beta, SG, FG and Epsilon band, respectively, as quantified by the GLM index. This particular feature of brain 358 
network activity is regarded as a bridge between local microscale neuronal ensembles and the systems-359 
level macroscale network, allowing for dynamic network communication through a phase-coding 360 
mechanism (Voytek and Knight, 2015, Watrous et al., 2015). 361 
When compared to wt, at 6 months of age, PS2APP mice displayed enhanced PAC in the Theta-Beta and -SG 362 
classes. These observations indicate a condition of over-coupling in the PS2APP line with respect to wt 363 
mice. Of note, a modest increase in Theta-Gamma coupling was also observed in 4-month-old 364 
APPSwe/PS1dE9 mice (Gurevicius et al., 2013), whereas in APP23 mice a reduction in Theta-Gamma 365 
coupling was reported (Ittner et al., 2014). In the PS2-NI line, PAC resulted unaffected with respect to wt 366 
mice in all classes, at both 3 and 6 months of age, with the two tg mouse lines reporting the strongest 367 
difference. Curiously, at 12 months of age, the observed changes in PAC were not maintained, however a 368 
decrease in Theta-Epsilon PAC was noticeable in PS2APP mice when compared to the other lines, a 369 
phenomenon that might represent the beginning of a different disease stage. A similar decrease in Theta-370 
Gamma CFC was found in 4-month-old APP23 mice  (Ittner et al., 2014). 371 
While both the PAC and the PSD steepness are referred to as indicators of synchronicity within the 372 
network, their alterations in the PS2APP line did not overlap. It is important to note that they are not 373 
believed to represent the same phenomenon. On the one hand, PAC describes the level of modulation that 374 
the phase of a carrier frequency exerts on the amplitude of a faster one, in other words, it represents the 375 
ability of the slower rhythm to affect the statistical temporal distribution of neuronal firing. Conversely, the 376 
PSD steepness reflects the overall statistics of neuronal firing, with a steeper slope resulting from a shift of 377 
neuronal firing towards increased synchronicity, thus contributing to the power of the slower oscillations 378 
(Podvalny et al., 2015). From statistical analysis, the Theta-SG PAC significantly correlated with Theta but 379 
not Gamma power in all mouse lines, whereas a correlation between PAC and steepness was found only in 380 
PS2APP mice. 381 
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In conclusion, PSD steepness and Theta-Gamma frequency PAC are features of the hippocampal LFP signals 382 
that reliably characterize the earliest stage of the AD-like pathology in the PS2APP mouse model, and, 383 
limited to increased steepness, also the APPSwe model. 384 
Power quantification within different frequency bands is a widely used approach. However, the 385 
physiological significance of power-content changes in a given band should be carefully addressed. The 386 
power of individual bands is estimated basing on the frequency-domain representation of the signal, i.e. 387 
the PSD function. As a matter of fact, the brain PSD is a combination of oscillatory as well as irregular 388 
activities and, as such, it is a complex and, unfortunately, poorly understood phenomenon (He, 2014). 389 
Nevertheless, general consensus advocates that while real oscillations determine narrow-band peaks in the 390 
PSD, broad-band “bulges” represent the spectral counterpart of neuronal firing. 391 
In the present study, we observed an alteration of the PSD function in the PS2-NI and PS2APP models that 392 
occurs as a shoulder of increased power in the spectrum encompassing the Beta range in 3-month-old 393 
PS2APP mice and, respectively, the Beta-SG and the SG-FG range in the PS2APP and PS2-NI mice, at 6 394 
months of age. The phenomenon likely reflects an increase of neuronal firing with respect to wt mice, i.e. 395 
hyper-activity, that also results in a marked increase in power offset, especially in PS2APP mice. 396 
All in all, the here reported alterations of power spectra suggest that PS2-NI and PS2APP mouse models 397 
present a clear condition of neuronal hyper-activity at 6 months of age. Since no hyper-activity was found 398 
at the same age in PS2KO and APPSwe mice, this feature can be regarded as a gain-of-function brought 399 
about by the mutant PS2, possibly through alterations in store Ca
2+
 handling.  400 
It remains to be established whether mutant PS2, as a cell Ca
2+
 disorganizer, exerts its effect primarily at 401 
the level of neurons or astrocytes, considered that its expression is under the prion protein promoter and 402 
the fact that astrocytes are directly involved in neuronal synchrony (Chever et al., 2016, Fellin et al., 2004, 403 
Pabst et al., 2016). While in PS2-NI mice the Aβ42 level is very low, it is conceivable that in PS2APP mice, 404 
accumulation of Aβ42 oligomers further contributes to hyper-activity by reducing the excitatory neuronal 405 
threshold (Busche et al., 2012, Minkeviciene et al., 2009) as well as by worsening Ca
2+
 handling (Agostini 406 
and Fasolato, 2016, Lazzari et al., 2015).  407 
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The phenomena of hyper-activity and hyper-synchronicity are both well-known in the clinical field of AD. 408 
Many works have investigated brain activity alterations in patients diagnosed with AD or MCI by means of 409 
functional imaging techniques, the most popular being the fMRI. Overall, these studies contributed to draw 410 
a picture where the beginning of the clinical phase of AD, corresponding to MCI, is marked by hyper-activity 411 
in the hippocampus as well as other cortical regions, that disappears with overt AD (Dickerson et al., 2005, 412 
Hämäläinen et al., 2007, Pihlajamaki et al., 2009). Interestingly, the here reported hippocampal hyper-413 
activity is lost at 12 months of age while, in PS2APP mice, it was shown that defects in hippocampal 414 
working memory are present at 8 months, disappear at 12, and finally precipitate between 16 and 20 415 
months (Woolley and Ballard, 2005).  416 
Hyper-synchronicity, on the other hand, represents a common feature in AD, often in the form of silent 417 
seizures. The incidence of seizures is higher in AD patients than in control groups (Lozsadi and Larner, 2006) 418 
and it reaches even higher levels in the early-onset FAD subjects (Palop and Mucke, 2009) with 32% of PS2-419 
N141I-FAD patients showing seizures (Jayadev et al., 2010). Notably, epileptic events have been often 420 
observed as electroencephalographic seizures associated with transient epileptic amnesia (TEA) 421 
(Rabinowicz et al., 2000), raising the hypothesis of epileptic discharge to be an underestimated 422 
phenomenon (Mendes, 2002, Palop et al., 2007).  423 
Taken together, the above described findings provide a framework for the interpretation of our results in 424 
regard to both hyper-excitability and hyper-synchronicity. The former, that we statistically detect in both 425 
PS2-NI and PS2APP lines at 6 months of age, is in line with previous studies indicating a condition of 426 
enhanced fMRI activity in MCI patients, while the latter correlates with higher incidence of epilepsy found 427 
in FAD families’ pedigrees, as well as with the consistent observation of TEA in AD patients. 428 
The neuronal hyper-activity, found in both the above mentioned tg lines, adds to similar previous 429 
observations obtained from other AD mouse models, in support to the hypothesis claiming early neuronal 430 
hyper-activity to be a biomarker of AD. In particular, neuronal hyper-excitability was demonstrated in 431 
mouse models expressing human FAD-linked APP mutations alone or together with different PS1 mutations 432 
and it was linked to the appearance of non-convulsive seizures (Palop et al., 2007). Epileptic activity has 433 
been consistently found in APPJ20 (Palop et al., 2007), APP23 (Ittner et al., 2014), Tg2576 (Westmark et al., 434 
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2008) and CRND8 mice (Del Vecchio et al., 2004). In particular, not only sporadic seizures were described to 435 
spontaneously appear in freely behaving animals (Ittner et al., 2014, Palop et al., 2007, Westmark et al., 436 
2008) but, in addition, hyper-synchronicity emerged as an enhanced tendency to the development of 437 
seizures after administration of riluzole (Ittner et al., 2014, Verret et al., 2012), a voltage gated sodium 438 
channel blocker, or pentylenetetrazol (Del Vecchio et al., 2004, Westmark et al., 2008), a GABA-A receptor 439 
antagonist. 440 
Hyper-activity, in terms of increased neuronal firing rate, was reported in 4- to 7-month-old APPJ20 mice 441 
under basal conditions, just before plaque deposition (Verret et al., 2012). Higher seizure susceptibility and 442 
hyper-synchrony were reported in Tg2576 mice as early as 1.5 months (Bezzina et al., 2015), as well as in 443 
APPSwe/PS1dE9, a line that, for some  features, resembles the PS2APP line: i.e. similar Aβ42, Aβ40 levels and 444 
ratio (Gurevicius et al., 2013, Minkeviciene et al., 2009, Sierksma et al., 2013) and, possibly, also store Ca
2+
 445 
deficit (Honarnejad et al., 2013), but differs for the larger and wider expression of hAPPSwe, being also this 446 
latter under the prion protein promoter. 447 
Furthermore, neuronal hyper-activity, as augmented rate of Ca
2+
 transients, was observed in the cortex of 448 
6-month-old mice from the APP23xPS45 line (Busche et al., 2008), and was later reported to occur in the 449 
hippocampus as well, at the age of 1-2 months, before plaque deposition (Busche et al., 2012). Close to our 450 
study, enhancement of hippocampal Gamma power in the range ∼ 20-45 Hz was reported in freely 451 
behaving 4-month-old APP23 mice (Ittner et al., 2014), characterized by plaque deposition starting at 6 452 
months of age (Sturchler-Pierrat et al., 1997). 453 
To address the question of what, among Ca
2+
 hyper-activity, APP overexpression, or Aβ accumulation, is the 454 
major responsible of the observed phenomena, we compared PS2APP mice with the mouse lines carrying 455 
the single mutations. Interestingly, PS2APP mice develop a condition of hippocampal hyper-activity at the 456 
same age of PS2-NI mice. This occurs despite the drastically different levels of Aβ production. In particular, 457 
at 6 months, when we found increased SG-FG power, PS2-NI mice present neither plaque deposition nor 458 
significant signs of astrogliosis, with Aβ42 levels not significantly higher than those found in age-matched wt 459 
mice. Thus, hyper-activity in the Gamma band does not seem to correlate with Aβ42 levels and, considering 460 
the mismatch with plaques and astrogliosis in PS2-NI mice, it is not due to a compensatory mechanism 461 
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(Stargardt et al., 2015). Finally, this type of hyper-activity was absent in 6-month-old PS2KO and APPSwe 462 
mice, despite these latter reach Aβ42 levels in the range of the 3-month-old PS2APP mice. Altogether these 463 
findings reinforce the idea that hyper-activity likely represents a gain-of-function, due to the mutant PS2. 464 
Nevertheless, when compared to PS2-NI, PS2APP mice exhibit a pattern of alterations of the LFP activity 465 
that is more complex. Indeed, in conjunction with the hyper-activity, they also present hyper-synchronicity, 466 
detectable as early as 3 months of age in the form of a steeper PSD function decay, and, at 6 months of age, 467 
as an enhanced Theta-Beta and Theta-SG PAC. Since hyper-synchronicity is not detectable in the PS2-NI line 468 
at any age, this aspect was possibly attributable to the much higher levels of soluble Aβ. Experiments on 6-469 
month-old APPSwe mice confirmed the presence of hyper-synchronicity, however in the absence of PAC 470 
alterations, i.e. a condition similar to that found in 3-month-old PS2APP. These findings indicate that an 471 
increase in power steepness is required but not sufficient to observe Theta-SG PAC and support the 472 
hypothesis of an enhanced neuronal activity, in the form of hyper-synchronicity, preceding the first histo-473 
pathological and clinical symptoms (Stargardt et al., 2015). The observed phenomena are consistent with 474 
the sharp wave discharge found in Tet-Off APP mice, a type of hyper-synchronization that could be rescued 475 
by APP suppression (Born et al., 2014). Whether the here described hyper-synchronicity is due to fl-APP or 476 
one of its products has to be tested yet. Indeed, with respect to APPSwe, PS2APP mice show almost similar 477 
levels of fl-APP albeit a much larger amount of CTFs and AICD, thus, accumulation of these latter might play 478 
the major role. It is worth noting that disruption of Theta-FG CFC was observed in hippocampus, but not 479 
prefrontal cortex, of APP-KO mice, in the absence of specific effects on oscillation power (Zhang et al., 480 
2016), thus suggesting that endogenous APP plays a direct role on regional coupling mechanisms. Finally, 481 
the increase in PAC, which we observed only in 6-month-old PS2APP mice, well correlates with the rising 482 
phase of Aβ42 accumulation and gliosis. 483 
It is worth mentioning that hyper-activity at the DG level has been connected to reduced neurogenesis 484 
given that DG interneurons seem to be more effectively driven by young adult-born neurons (Lacefield et 485 
al., 2012). Of note, the PS2APP mice are characterized by reduced neurogenesis at the DG level as early as 4 486 
months of age (Poirier et al., 2010, Richards et al., 2003). 487 
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Because homozygous tg mice were used in this study, we cannot entirely exclude that genetic drift might 488 
have occurred in our colonies, however we can reasonably rule out that, the two principal features, i.e. the 489 
increase in the broad band Gamma power and the increase in steepness were due to genetic drift. In fact, it 490 
is highly unlikely that they similarly occurred in two different tg lines, the PS2-NI and PS2APP mice, from 491 
one side, and the PS2APP and APPSwe mice, from the other. 492 
Although many studies have pointed to an increased spiking synchronicity as a common feature of mouse 493 
lines expressing mutated forms of APP, to the best of our knowledge, no previous report with AD mouse 494 
models addressed neuronal synchronicity by means of the PSD steepness. By means of this tool, we were 495 
able to distinguish the specific contribution of mutant PS2 and APP to early hippocampal network 496 
dysfunctions. 497 
5 CONCLUSIONS 498 
In the DG of PS2APP mice, we report three major patterns of early electrophysiological alterations: i) 499 
increased power in the Beta/Gamma frequency bands; ii) increased power steepness; iii) increased PAC in 500 
the Theta-Beta and Theta-SG bands. The first two findings can be attributed to the expression of mutant 501 
PS2 and APP, respectively. Only the appearance of increased PAC uniquely characterizes the PS2APP mice 502 
at 6 months of age when plaques and gliosis start to appear.  503 
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9 FIGURE LEGENDS 713 
Figure 1. Power spectra of LFP signals recorded in vivo from the DG of wt, PS2-NI and PS2APP mice. Left: 714 
frequency distribution obtained as described in Methods at 3 (A), 6 (B) and 12 (C) months of age (mean, 715 
continuous line; SEM, dotted line, for legibility only one SEM is shown); insets, magnifications highlighting 716 
the Beta-Gamma frequency range. Right: Bars represent the average power at 3, 6 and 12 months of age 717 
for each genotype within the following discrete bands: Beta, 10 - 15 Hz (D), SG, 25 – 40 Hz (E) and FG, 40 – 718 
90 Hz (F); mean ± SEM, n =11, 8, 8 (3-months); 10, 12, 12 (6-months) and 9, 7, 9 (12-months) for wt, PS2-NI 719 
and PS2APP mice respectively; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; Mann-Whitney rank-sum test. Unless specified, the 720 
mouse number is the same for all the other figures. 721 
Figure 2. Linear fitting of PSD from wt, PS2-NI and PS2APP mice. (A-C) The mean power spectrum of each 722 
genotype at 3, 6 and 12 months of age, obtained as shown in Figure 1, is reported along with the linear 723 
fitting (straight line) in the semi-log space. (D,E) Bar graphs summarizing the mean linear-fit slope 724 
coefficient (D) and the offset (E) in the range 10-100 Hz. Mean ± SEM; ° p = 0.06 * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** 725 
p < 0.001; **** p < 0.0001; Mann-Whitney rank-sum test. 726 
Figure 3. Analysis of Theta-higher frequency bands PAC. (A-D) Bar graphs report the mean PAC index 727 
(GLM) within the Theta-Beta (A), Theta-SG (B), Theta-FG (C) and Theta-Epsilon (D) classes for wt, PS2-NI and 728 
PS2APP mice at different ages. Mean ± SEM for wt, PS2-NI and PS2APP lines respectively; * p < 0.05; ** p < 729 
0.01; Mann-Whitney rank-sum test. 730 
Figure 4. Plaque deposition and astrogliosis in wt, PS2-NI and PS2APP mice. (A-C) Representative images 731 
of immunostaining for APP/Aβ with 4G8 (left) and astrogliosis with GFAP (right), obtained as described in 732 
Methods from wt (A), PS2-NI (B) and PS2APP (C) mice (Scale bar, 300 µm). (D) Bar graph represents the 733 
astrocyte reactivity evaluated on the basis of the GFAP staining intensity within the sub-regions indicated in 734 
panel A (dashed lines). CA, Cornu Ammonis; DG, Dentate Gyrus; Sb, Subiculum; scale bar, 300 µm. Mean ± 735 
SEM n = 3-4 animals (3 slices each) per genotype; * p < 0.05; Mann-Whitney rank-sum test. 736 
Figure 5. Intraneuronal APP/Aβ accumulation in 3-month-old PS2APP mice. (A) Representative image of 737 
APP/Aβ immunostaining (4G8) of sagittal hippocampal sections from 3-month-old PS2APP mice. 738 
Intracellular APP/Aβ accumulation is particularly strong in CA1 pyramidal layer and in the subiculum. Scale 739 
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bar, 300 µm. (B) Magnification (5x) of the subiculum region shown in A; n = 3 PS2APP mice (3 slices each). 740 
(C) Representative image of a 100x acquisition of the subiculum region co-stained for APP/Aβ and GFAP. 741 
Scale bar, 20 µm. 742 
Figure 6. PSD and steepness in PS2KO and APPSwe mice. (A,B) PSD functions in the log-log (A) and semi-743 
log (B) space  of wt (replicated from Figs. 1 and 2), PS2KO and APPSwe mice at 6 months of age (mean, 744 
continuous line; SEM, dotted line, for legibility only one SEM is shown). Straight lines in B represent PSD 745 
linear fittings. (C,D) The bar graphs report the mean power quantified in the Beta, SG and FG bands (C), and 746 
the mean linear-fit slope coefficient (D), measured in 6 month-old wt, PS2KO and APPSwe mice. Mean ± 747 
SEM, n = 10, 7, 5 for wt, PS2KO and APPSwe mice respectively; ** p < 0.01; Mann-Whitney rank-sum test. 748 
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HIGHLIGHTS 
• In vivo spontaneous LFP activity in dentate gyrus of PS2-based AD mouse models. 
• Enhanced Beta/Gamma power and spectral steepness early characterize PS2APP mice. 
• The spectral steepness increase anticipates plaque deposition and gliosis. 
• Power increase and CFC enhancement timely occur with AD histo-pathological traits. 
• Power and steepness increases are associated with mutant PS2 and APP, respectively. 
